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Here's your ticket to a world of adventures with Minecraft and programming.Learn how to extend
Minecraft and create a new gaming experience, by exploring the magical world of Minecraft
programming. Adventures in Minecraft, like other books in the highly successful Adventures
series, is written especially for 11- to 15-year-olds. With this book you will learn new
programming skills while having fun with Minecraft!Minecraft programming experts David Whale
and Martin O'Hanlon walk you step-by-step through everything you need to know to:Get started
writing Minecraft programs in Python on your PC, Mac, or Raspberry PiBuild houses and other
structures in the blink of an eye, and make a 3D duplicating machineWrite interactive games like
a field that charges you rent, and a treasure hunt using magic vanishing bridgesBuild custom
game control panels using simple electronic circuitsEasily build huge 2D and 3D structures such
as spheres and pyramidsBuild intelligent objects like a massive Minecraft clock, and program an
alien invasionPlan and write a complete interactive arena gameUsing the programming skills
you learn from this book, writing Minecraft programs offers endless possibilities to create
anything you can imagine.To make your journey that much easier, the Adventures in Minecraft
companion website supplies you with a video for each adventure in the book, downloadable
code files, helpful programming reference tables, a bonus adventure, and badges to collect for
your Minecraft accomplishments.By day, David Whale and Martin O'Hanlon are software
engineers who design computer products. By night, they play Minecraft and develop exciting
new programs that interact with the Minecraft world. They both work regularly with young people
in schools, computing clubs and at community events, giving talks about Minecraft programming
and running programming workshops.

From the Back CoverLearn valuable programming skills while building your own Minecraft
adventure!If you love playing Minecraft, but get frustrated by build times and want to add your
own mods, this book was designed just for you. Working within the game itself, you'll develop
Python programming skills that apply way beyond Minecraft as you learn to write programs, set
up and run your own local Minecraft server, and interact with the game on PC, Mac, and
Raspberry Pi. You'll learn how to use coordinates, how to recognize your player's position, how
to create and delete blocks, and how to observe when a block has been hit.The adventures
aren't limited to the virtual – you'll also learn how to connect Minecraft to electronic components
so your Minecraft world can sense and control objects in the real world! Each lesson is backed
by a video to make sure you understand the material, and the companion website gives you
access to code files, reference tables, a bonus adventure, and badges to collect for your
accomplishments. Written specifically for young people by professional Minecraft geeks, this
fun, easy-to-follow guide helps you expand Minecraft for more exciting adventures, and put your



personal stamp on the objects you create. Your own Minecraft world will be unlike anyone else's
on the planet, and you'll pick up programming skills that will serve you for years to come on other
devices and projects. Among other things, you will:Write Minecraft programs in Python on your
Mac, PC, or Raspberry PiBuild houses, structures, and make a 3D duplicating machineBuild
custom game control panels using simple circuitsBuild intelligent objects and program an alien
invasionBuild huge 2D and 3D structures like spheres and pyramidsPlan and write a complete
interactive arena gameAdventures in Minecraft teaches you how to make your favourite game
even better, while you learn to program by customizing your Minecraft journey. Visit
www.wiley.com/go/adventuresinminecraft to download starter kits and code for your
adventures.About the AuthorMartin O'Hanlon (Birmingham, UK) describes himself as a
professional geek and amateur snowboarder. Martin blogs about Minecraft and Raspberry Pi at
http://www.stuffaboutcode.com/.David Whale (Essex, UK) runs the Saturday Club, where kids
learn Minecraft and the Raspberry Pi, among other things. David was the Tech Editor on
Adventures in Raspberry Pi.
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Learn to Program with Minecraft: Transform Your World with the Power of Python



Peggy Conlon, “Easy to follow tutorials. My 10 yr. old took this book out of the library and was so
captivated by it we ended up putting together a computer for him to start learning Python from
this book. It's written and laid out so well! Easy to follow instructions. Nice addition of
challenges at the end of each chapter to work out on your own. He's shown friends how to use it
and play the games he's created in his world. Even come up with his own scripts. The only
complaint I have is when I purchased this book, I didn't realize it was an earlier addition. Look for
the 2nd edition, it has updated tech info and a little better lay out to the programming.”

Michael Carrato, “GREAT intro for middle school kids!. I am not even one chapter in, working
with my 11 year old son, and it's already worth it. My son is a Minecraft nut so it's a perfect way
to introduce him to programming because he already understands the "world". Adventures in
Minecraft starts off with a Hello World project and moves gently along to more complicated
projects, introducing concepts such as loops and conditionals along the way. My son has done
some of it on his own and we've worked through some of it together, and it's great either way. It's
actually going much better than I'd hoped. The hardest part was getting the Raspberry Pi
keyboard to type the quote key (it was set to UK locale -- but this has nothing to do with the
book; it was an artifact of the Pi environment).I was a little concerned that my 11 year old would
not get it right away, but my concerns were unfounded. He's getting right into it, and that's a
credit to the pacing of the book, which is just right for a kid just learning to program.”

mom2673, “Good book for the Minecrafter in your family.. As I said in another review on a book
of similar subject - I don't really get the whole Minecraft craze. My granddaughter is all about
this program. I figure if she is going to spend hours playing a game why not try and learn a little
from it too. I purchased this book wiht that thought in mind. my only concern was she is 8 years
old and the book is made for kids 11 to 15 years old. I am happy to say that didn't slow her down
one bit. She keeps this book along side another on her bookshelf and uses it quite a bit.If it
keeps her reading and learning I am not going to do anything to stop that.”

Douglas R. Henry, “and it has just enough features that younger learners can master it while
getting a good introduction to programming. This is a well-written, detailed introduction to
Minecraft on the Raspberry pi, with a focus on creating simple mods in Python. The Raspberry
pi version of Minecraft is simplified compared to desktop versions, and it has just enough
features that younger learners can master it while getting a good introduction to programming. I
am using Adventures in Minecraft as the basis for lessons for 3rd-6th graders. We switch
Raspberry pi 2 computers for the desktop machines in our lab, and work on the projects in the
text; I have the students download code snippets, paste them into Python - start up Minecraft -
then modify and run the Python code. Then voila! - quick and easy Minecraft mods. It's a
gateway to our use of other languages like Javascript, for creating mods for Minecraft with older



students.”

Evan, “Great content. Faulty binding?. I was so excited to get my hands on this book to explore
programming in Minecraft. However right after I got it I open up to the middle and the glue
binding snaps. Im mildly disappointed that I have some loose pages now. Nevertheless the
content is great.  I am throughly pleased with the book other than the binding on mine failing.”

H. E. Martin, “She's learning Python!. And loving it because it involves Minecraft. ;) The chapters
have been pretty easy for her to follow with only the occasional help from me. She tells all her
friends about what she's learning in this book. I think she's hooked. :D”

Dawn, “Fabulous book and a MUST HAVE for fun and computing for children. I absolutely love
this book.. This book is brilliant. I am using it for so many things. I am involved in teacher training
and it is going on my recommended reading list for CPD sessions for existing teachers, subject
knowledge (pre course) and my module reading list. I don't often write reviews, but this is on my
list of favourite books.It is engaging, addictive, easy to use and teaches children sound
programming concepts in a fun way. The book is well presented and easy to follow. I am a huge
advocate of learning through play and this book definitely supports this. If you have children who
play Minecraft this book will help them understand aspects of the computer science curriculum,
and also aspects of the mathematics curriculum. Children will use this book to make, learn and
play at the same time.I have ordered. Multiple copies of this personally for Christmas presents
for my friends children.For teachers, this book will help you to structure lessons in Minecraft if
you are using the Raspberry Pi as a teaching tool. I am planning a Minecraft day and will use this
book for my activities, and this book makes it really easy to plan and structure Minecraft
sessions.When is book 2 coming?”

bnnorman, “There's a hole in my Bukkit.... Very useful. A shortcut to using the Python API on the
Raspberry Pi to build worlds. I'm sure that I could find this information out via the net if I tried
hard enough but the step by step explanations make the job so much easier. There are Award
badges for students as they progress though using the book - though I think I'd prefer to create
slides and let the more able explore on their own. And they will. The less able will need more
teacher help, pushing and shoving.There is a reference to a Minecraft server (Bukkit) which is
not available due to a copyright dispute (DCMA take down request). You could try the Spigot
server (I haven't yet). I bought this to experiment with minecraft on my Pi and to help decide if it
was the correct way to go with teaching kids Python. I believe it will help. I'm sure kids will be
agog when they learn to create different buildings and put them together to form a city block (or
more). However, I think the temptation for the less able to just 'play the game' would need some
thinking about. A side effect is that the kids will learn 3D geometry - using co-ordinates to create
walls, roofs etc.”



Slighty, “This LOOKS the business. Have to confess not read it from cover to cover BUT having
both read the contents page and had a good thing through it it looks a VERY comprehensive
text.From the basic stuff to building big structures to even connecting external devices such as
lights ... comprehensive stuff. I have a coding club and hope to teach a lot of this... added to the
price which since it was 2nd hand/used was an insane price something literally pennies .Brilliant
well worth the money - even if you pay a touch more”

Clifford W. Donnelly, “A Great Guide for Taking Minecraft to The Next Level.. I purchased this for
one of my grandsons who is computer mad in general and Minecraft mad in particular. He has
found it informative and fairly easy to follow.I am a little surprised that this volume is written in
Python, given that Minecraft is written in Java however, my grandson says that python is
translated into Java bytecode by the compiler: Whatever that means:-)The book consists of a
series of projects which get more involved as you work through the book.”

The book by Mary Casanova has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 113 people have provided feedback.
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